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Abstract  

The current research aims at identifying and measuring the political knowledge of the students of the two 
universities of Al- Balqaa in Jordan and Omar Al- Mokhtar in Libya. The two communities are almost similar in 
terms of the social formation, Arab customs and traditions, the Bedouin values, the difference in the institutional 
age and the political stability.  

The study attempts to measure and compare the political knowledge in the communities of the two universities 
using the descriptive and comparative analytical method. The study uses a 400 random questionnaire of 30 
paragraphs to measure eight indicators divided into internal and external political knowledge, and other aspects 
of knowledge: general political knowledge, knowledge of the political institutions and leaders, the political 
interest, the geographical and historical knowledge, and knowledge of the methods of exercising the political 
process. The study also attempts to identifying the most important sources and the role of the university in 
university students’ political knowledge. 

The results show that the level of the political knowledge is medium while its level in the sample of the 
Jordanian students is high. According to the samples, the internal political knowledge is more than the external 
knowledge with a lack of interest in the political matters. The samples do not consider the political matters as 
their priorities. The political knowledge as a whole needs to much effort to be exerted to confront the current 
circumstances. The variables of the place of resident, age and the educational level make big difference in the 
political knowledge. In contrast, the level of the parental education does not create big differences.  

Keywords: Political knowledge, legal knowledge, political process, political systems, Jordan, Libya 

1. Introduction 

The knowledge increase and its sources vary as a result of the tremendous developments in the field of 
technology. The intellectual, scientific, cultural and social achievements multiply. As a result, it becomes a close 
relationship between knowledge and the scientific and technological revolution. The cognitive outcome of any 
community becomes the power that shapes its present and safeguards its future (Al- Shara, 2014). The political 
knowledge means the citizen’s cognition of his political right and duties, the events surrounding him, to what 
extent he perceives his surrounding reality as a whole truth (Muawwad, 1983). It is the accumulated cultural 
aspects that is related to the political matters for persons that increases by the formation of awareness and the 
interest in political activities (Al- Abdaly, 2007), the cognition of political issues and making opinion about them. 
Also, it is the first dimension of the political cultural aspects (Gabriel, 1990). The political cognition is also 
considered one of the aspects that follow awareness. The accumulated knowledge with other factors leads to the 
formation of trends1 that contribute to forming the values (Siddiq, 2012) and identifying the political knowledge. 
The democratic system increases the active political participation and achieves equality and social justice 
(Al-Tabib, 2001). The good political system asks the citizen to be aware of the appropriate knowledge and skills 
for participation and to gather its most important fruits, that is, the political stability (Galston, 1991). Because 
most of the studies of the political systems are based on comparison, we have to make the study of the political 
knowledge of university students a comparative study between the level of political knowledge of university 
                                                        
1 - Most of studies defined the formation of trends by three aspects: passionate, cognitive and behavioral.  
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students in two close communities in terms of values, customs and traditions. The difference between the two 
communities that one of them is politically stable and has old democratic institutions and the other is under a 
totalitarian system and instable (Zawati, 2016). The current study attempts to measure the level of the political 
knowledge of the Jordanian and Libyan university students to identify the difference and define the level of the 
political knowledge between this section of community.  

The variables of the political stability, the kind and institutions of the political systems of the two countries are 
different (Howk, 2008). Therefore, the current study aims at explaining the effects of the independent variables 
on the political knowledge indicators for the category of students. The research’s problematic focuses on 
considering the political knowledge the first stage of the stages of participation. The political knowledge ranges 
from the political interest to voting and finally the political request (Dimitrova & others, 2014). The political 
knowledge and its different dimensions are considered from the basic factors to achieve the active political 
participation (Al- Nabolsi, 2010) especially the latter is regarded as from the important problematic that face the 
communities in paving their way towards the development (Almond, 1963).  

The current study employs a descriptive analytical method that describes the phenomenon in general, and then 
analyzes the mathematical results for detecting. The researcher expects clear results that the political knowledge 
of university students in Jordan is wider due to the long period of time of the political and institutional stability. 
Additionally, the researcher assumes that the level of the internal political knowledge is higher than the external 
political knowledge of students of the two universities. There is a positive effect for the parental educational 
level on the level of the political knowledge of children. For the results of the sample, the researcher expects a 
positive relationship between the age and the political knowledge. The study derives its data from a sample of 
Jordanian and Libyan university students represented in a sample of Balqaa University in the Jordanian 
Kingdom2 and Omar Al- Mokhtar University in Libya 3 in spring 2015 – 2016. The sample consists of 400 
persons whose age ranging from 18-30 years. Randomly, the sample is chosen. To verify the assumptions, the 
study is divided into two topics. 

2. The First Topic: The Nature and Measurement of the Political Knowledge 

To identify and measure the political knowledge, it is divided into a number of indicators for the political 
knowledge. It includes internal political knowledge that is interested in the internal political matter, and external 
political knowledge that is interested in the regional and international political knowledge but not the local level. 
It is interested in the historical knowledge to measure the political events in the past and the knowledge of the 
political institutions to measure to what extent the student is aware of the political institutions. It includes also 
the student’s knowledge of the political characters to measure the knowledge which is in the student’s mind 
about the names of the prime ministers and the political leaders. The indicators of the political knowledge 
measures the interest in the political subjects and the ability to make an opinion about these topics for the 
purpose of measuring the interests of the student in the political aspects, following their events and making a 
point of view about them. It also examines to what extent the students are aware of the most important national 
and international political events. In addition, the indicators measure the geographical knowledge, that is, to 
measure information about the political geography, such as the names and strategic importance of the countries, 
capitals, borders and areas, gulfs, seas and straits. They measure the most important aspects of exercising the 
political process and identify the most significant sources of the student’s political knowledge that have the 
priority so that the political system can focus on. It is a comparative study between two different environments, 
but they are socially close, in terms of political stability. They also measure the political knowledge of all 
members of the sample. Therefore, the indicators of these aspects depend on the phrases that measure all their 
cognitive aspects. By the use of hallmarks for every level and description of the indicator of measuring 
knowledge and all different sub–indicators according to independent variables, such as the age, the place of 
residence, the effect of the parental education and the grade.  

3. The Sample of the Research and its Tools 

The study discusses the university stage. According to the results of the sample’s description, it shows that: 

A- According to the age, 48% of the sample of Al-Balqaa University are from 20–24 years, 52% for the 
category that is older than 25 years. While the sample of Omar Al-Mokhtar University includes students 

                                                        
2- To know more about Al- Balqaa University, see http:// www.bau.deu.jo. The last checking of the website was on 22nd July, 
2017.  
3- Omar Al- Mokhtar University (the headquarter) in the city of Al- Baidaa in the east of Libya.  
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who are 20 years old and younger by 42.5%, from 21–22 years old by 53.11% and older than 25 years 
by 4.39 %. 4 

B- It is statistically tackled by using the program of the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) to 
find the following statistics: mathematical averages, standard deviations, Spearman’s coefficient of 
correlation to measure to what degree the correlation between the hierarchical variables, Cronbach’s 
Alpha which is a measure used to assess reliability5. The rate of honesty is 0.834% 6. Questionnaires 
are examined by specialized professors in this field. Their notices are taken into consideration7. The 
questionnaire is prepared to include 30 questions which are classified two sections: data including the 
place of residence, major, the family’s income as independent variables. Another section includes 
questions as a measure of the political knowledge and its various aspects using marks to measure every 
question. 

4. The Second Topic: Results and Discussion 

4.1 According to the sample, the results show that the level of the political knowledge of university students is 
ranged from medium to fully low. There are differences in the political knowledge for the advantage of the 
sample of the Jordanian students. For the Libyan students, the internal knowledge, the knowledge of the political 
institutions and general information are lower than the Jordanian students. Whereas the results show a high level 
in the foreign political knowledge for the Libyan students as it is laid down in the following table: 
 
Table 1. The percentage of every dimension of the political knowledge of the study’s sample 

The kind of political knowledge 
The University of Balqaa in Jordan The University of Omar Al- Mokhtar in Libya

percentage degree percentage degree 

1 Internal political knowledge 39 % Medium 35 % Medium 

2 Foreign political knowledge 36 % Low 41 % Medium 

3 Knowledge of political institutions 48 % Medium 35 % Medium 

4 Political knowledge in general 40 % Medium 34.5 % low 
 
From the table, it is clear that the degree of knowledge of political aspects is medium in the whole sample. The 
result is attributed to the fact that students are not interested in political events and issues. For the sample of 
Balqaa University, the results show that the high percentage of the knowledge of political concepts and terms is 
80%. It is attributed to the long period when the students lived exercising political democracy (Al-Mashaqia, 
2015) in contrast to the Libyan student who is politically destabilized as a result of different forms of systems 
applied to him (Khalil, 2003) as they are laid down in the level of the political concepts of the Libyan University 
students by 48%.  

As for following up the political news, the results of the sample show that the majority does not follow the 
political news and they are interested in sporty, cultural and religious news. The order of the political programs is 
the fourth in terms of the political interest. The results of the Libyan University students show a high percentage 
of persons who are not interested in politics. The results show that 70.1% do not interested in politics and its 
subjects. The results also show that 16.2 % give their priority to the political matters. While 6.5 % consider the 
political issues at the second order. The current results are somewhat in line with the result of Al- Hariri’s study. 
The order of the interest in the political topics is the third between the priorities of the matters which are the most 
to be followed (Al- Hariri, 2011). The current results are in conformity with the results of Al-Awamla and 
Al-Shenikat’s study that refers to the level of a moderate political awareness of the applicable university of 
Al-Balqaa students (Al- Awalma and Al- Shenikat, 2012) and the study conducted by Al- Zyadat and Qatawi that 
refers to a roughly medium level of awareness by 66.3 % for the teachers of the social studies (Al- Zaydat & 
Qatawi, 2010). Also, the results are close to the results of Al-Masry’s study (Al – Masri, 2007) that refers to a 
roughly medium level of the political awareness for its members (Al – Shara, 2014). The results of the study 

                                                        
4 The age from 25 and older is the category of the post – graduate students. 
5 An exploratory study was conducted on a 15 – person sample to ensure that the questions of the questionnaire are fixed 
and clear. 
6 Cronbach’s alpha is a measure used to assess the honesty of the questionnaire. The questionnaire is more honest, when the 
result is higher than (0.6%).  
7 The arbitrators of the questionnaire: Political science: Abdel Ghaffar Rashad, Al -sayed Ghanim, Cairo University, Zahi Al- 
Maghrabi, the university of Qar Younes, Mohamed Deryaq, the university of Sirte, Ashraf Bin Lama, the university of Bani 
Walid in Libya.  
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show the most part of the students’ concentration on their courses and curriculum which are almost away from 
the political topics especially in the majors of the applicable sciences which most of parents seek to direct their 
sons and daughters to study (Nour Eddin, Mubarka, 2016). It shows that the university performs somewhat its 
role and it decreases its role in distributing the political awareness (Jacabson, 2001). For Libya, in the previous 
period of time, most the Libyan universities cancelled the sections of the political science and decreased its role. 
The independent faculties of political science were changed to be sub–sections (the Libyan Organization for 
politics and Strategies, 2016).  

There are differences between the two samples in terms of the high level of the external knowledge among the 
Libyan students. It refers to the effect of the tools of transferring the culture to the external knowledge which is 
usually made by other countries and foreign institutions that aim at transferring their cultures to other 
communities. They try to fill the gap and shortage in knowledge in a way that conforms to their ideologies 
through the different ways of transferring the cultures (Al- Tabib, Khaira, 2012). They take opportunity of the 
lack of the censor institutions in the community and change the world into one village that can be filled with 
other cultures coming from societies that seek to distribute their cultures (Abu Ali, 2014).  

Moreover, the results of analysis show that the level of the international political knowledge is medium 
according to the two samples of Jordan and Libya. The results show that the percentage of the internal 
knowledge of the Jordanian students is 39 % while it is 35 % in the sample of the Libyan students. It is noted a 
close percentage for the internal political knowledge. It refers to a close level of the interest in the political 
matters and the tools of transferring knowledge and employing a somewhat similar method.  

4.2 The Historical Knowledge  

The historical knowledge means the political aspects in the dates, decisions, international and regional treaties, 
the dates of the battles of Jihad and liberation, the narration of previous historical events and situations from the 
political point of view. The results of the analysis show that the level of the historical knowledge for the students 
of the Jordanian University of Al- Balqaa is medium by 55.6 %. There is an increase in the level of knowledge 
about the constitutional articles by 70%, about the regional organizations and the date when Jordan joined to, 
such as the Arab League and the United Nations by 75%. For the Libyan students, the results show that the level 
of the historical knowledge is medium by 49.7%. The level of knowledge about the Libyan constitutional articles 
is low. For the samples, the right answers are by 38.2 % in relation to some questions about the constitution. It is 
attributed to the fact that the constitution was suspended from 1969 to 2012 (Capasso, 2013). The right answers 
were also about the totalitarian rule during this period of time that followed a certain ideological context. 
Whereas the percentage of the right answers about the question of the date of the independence of Libya is up to 
39.2%. However, there was a kind of confusion about the date of declaring its independence in the United 
Nations and the real date of its independence. The results refer to the fact that the majority do not know the dates 
when Libya joined the regional and international organizations. The percentage of the students who do not know 
when Libya joined the Arab League is 14.1% whereas the percentage of who were aware of the dates of 
occupation, liberation, national days is high by 70.4% because most of the students were aware of these items. It 
may be attributed to the fact that the educational curriculum succeeded in informing the historical information 
and early focusing on the battles of Jihad and days of independence in the educational curricula.  

4.3 The Knowledge of Characters and Political Leaders 

It means to what extent the student is aware of the different characters and leaders, such as the leaders of the 
parties and Jihad, the political leaders. The results of the analysis refer that the level of cognizance of the 
characters and political leaders for the students of Al-Balqaa University is high by 71%. The students were aware 
of the names of the Jordanian prime minister and easily of the names of the most important three political parties. 
They mentioned the most important historical events and identified their dates. It is noted that the level of the 
Libyan students about his knowledge of the characters and the political and historical leaders is low. The results 
show that the percentage of their knowledge is 54%. The results also say the level of the sample’s knowledge 
about the speaker of the House of the Representatives is high by 70%. The level decreased to 16.3% for the level 
of knowing the name of the prime minister. The results are laid down in the following table:  

The results show that the percentage of knowing the full name of the prime minister is low because of the effect 
of the events and talk show programs accompanied with the formation of the proposed government of 
reconciliation in Sokhairat in Morocco during distributing the questionnaires. The percentage of knowing the 
characters and liberation leaders is high. The percentage of the students who know Omar Al-Mukhtar is 98.8%. 
For identifying the belonging to the political leader, the sample could define the block to which the previous 
prime minster (Ali Zaidan) belonged by a low percentage of 24.9%. The students were confused and could not 
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differentiate between some points as a result of the new life of the parties in Libya at first. Second, the parties 
were accredited only in the elections of the national conferences (Staw, 2013) whereas they were excluded in the 
elections of the House of the Representatives (the Parliament). Therefore, it is noted that the knowledge of 
politics and the names to which are related is limited. It is clear the effect of the temporal factor on the sample as 
a result of the emergence of the democratic political institutions.  

Table 2 shows the results of the indicators of the cognizance of characters and political leaders according to the 
sample 

The indicator Category Marks level percentage

The knowledge of the characters and the political leaders The Libyan University Zero ----1 Low 54 % 

 1.1 ----2.1 Medium  

The Jordanian University 2.2----3 good 71 % 
 
4.4 The Interest in the Political Topics and the Ability to Form a Decision about them 

It is related to the political interest, the ability to analyze the political phenomena, making decisions and 
proposals, and taking attitudes towards them. The results show approximation between the students of the two 
samples in terms of their interest in political issues and the trial to analyze the political events in general. For the 
sample of the students of Al-Balqaa University, the level is slightly high. It is shown that the level of the interest 
of the students of the universities in the political topics is medium. For the Jordanian sample, the percentage is 
67.5% whereas the percentage of the Libyan sample is 60.4%. The students are aware of what the meaning of 
politics is by 60% for the Jordanian sample (Al- Momani, 2010) whereas the percentage is 58 % for the Libyan 
sample. 40.4 % of the sample chooses other choices. It is in line with the study conducted by Shmis which 
confirms that the interest in and focus on the social and scientific aspects is more the focus on the political 
aspects for the Arab families (Shmis, 1996). Also, the results show that 47.7% of the sample know to whom the 
previous government belongs.  

The results show that the students in general do not give their priorities to the political matters. The results show 
that 18 % of the Jordanian students and 16.2 % only of the Libyan students give priorities to the political subjects. 
6.5% of the students consider the political matter at the second priority. Most of students of the Jordanian sample 
by 25% give the political interest to the fourth priority and the political interest to the Libyan students at the fifth 
priority by 20.1%. A number of the sample’s students refused to determine their priorities in terms of the political 
interest. The percentage of the Jordanian students who avoid answering is 14.3% and 23% from the Libyan 
sample. In previous studies, the results show that the political interest of the Libyan students is at the third 
priority (Al- Hariri, 2011).  

4.5 The Knowledge of the Political Institutions:  

It means to what extent the knowledge of the students of the political institutions and entities, such as the 
political parties, the institutions of the civilian community, the unions and associations of students, is. The results 
refer to the fact that the level of the cognition of the political institutions is medium for the two categories. It is 
shown that the Jordanian University students are aware of the political institutions by 65%. The results of 
analysis show that the cognition of the political institutions for the Libyan University students is low by 48.4 %.  

By a higher percentage, the Jordanian students were aware of the most important three Jordanian political parties 
by 70%. The knowledge of the Libyan students is by 21%. 27 % of the students know the name of two parties. 
57 % know the name of one party of the participating parties in the last elections. There are differences between 
the two communities of Jordan and Libya in terms of the old and recent institutions, parties and the whole 
election process (Center of Cater for Democracy, 2012). In the Libyan case, the parties and their activities are 
recent because it emerged only in the six previous years. It led to confusion for the Libyan students between the 
names of the political parties and the emergence of some of other trends (The Team of the European Union, 
2012). The results show that the student’s awareness of the targets of the student unions is high by 45% for the 
sample of Al-Balqaa University and by 39.7 % for the Libyan sample. 

4.6 Geographical Knowledge 

It means the knowledge and experiences in relation to geography, such as the political borders of the countries 
and continents, the neighboring countries, seas and gulfs and their importance, the areas of countries and their 
strategic importance. The results show that the level of geographical knowledge for the Jordanian students is 
high by 70%. Most of the sample’s persons know the Jordanian borders by 65%. Most of the sample succeeded 
in determining Jordan’s area, capital and cities.  
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The results show that the level of geographical knowledge for the Libyan students is low by 58.2%. It is shown 
that 23.1% of the Libyan students know the area of Libya. Other chose the second choice by 30% which is the 
Libyan area before the decision of the international court of justice that Aouzou 8sector is subject to Chad is 
issued (Moussa, 2017). It indicates that the level of the international following of the students for decisions is 
low. The results show that the level of information is low in relation to the number of population by making three 
Libyan cities in order according to the number of population. There is a question including five questions. 
Therefore, the sample is requested to put the five cities in order according to people density. 21.1% of the sample 
can make the most populated two cities in order. Some of sample’s members can put three cities in order by 3.6 % 
whereas it is an obvious increase in the sample’s answers related to the big cities because the majority knows the 
political and economic capital of the state by 88.1%.  

4.7 Knowledge of the Names and Methods of Exercising the Political Process: 

It means to what extent the student knows and understands some of the political terms such as voting, objection, 
elections, the peaceful ways of the students for political expression, political objection and the priority that the 
student gives to these methods in terms of their significance. The results show that the sample’s knowledge of 
these methods is medium. They show that the level of knowledge of these methods for the Jordanian students is 
medium by 60%. Also, it is medium for the Libyan students by 55.2 %.  

In relation to the names of the political processes, there is a question about the process according to which the 
members of the national conference and the members of the House of the Representatives are chosen. The 
students who know the right answer are by 70% for Jordanian students and by 41.3 % for the Libyan students. 
The students can differentiate between some of political terms (Power, peace, accord and treaty) by 66% for the 
Jordanian students and by 63.1% for the Libyan students.  

4.8 The Most Important Sources of Political Knowledge for the Students 

The date of study shows that the internet and media are at the top of the sources of the political knowledge. 62.4% 
of the Jordanian students and 44.4% of the Libyan students resort to the internet to get information and 
knowledge to reduce the shortage of the political knowledge. Therefore, the current study is in conformity with a 
previous study that considered the internet one of the most important sources of political knowledge by 45% 
(Miloud, 2013), followed by the university and the curriculum by 34.2% for the Libyan youth. The Jordanian 
youth see the educational curriculum contribute by 37% in the political knowledge. Therefore, the role of friends 
is by 6.2 %.  

5. The Third Topic: the Effect of the Independent Variables on the Level of the Political Knowledge for the 
Sample 

5.1 The variable of age 

The results of the analysis show that there is an increase in the political knowledge in relation to the old age of 
the sample of the Jordanian university students. It refers to a direct relationship between the age and the level of 
the political knowledge. It is shown that the level of the political knowledge of the first stages of the university 
academic years by 47.5% whereas it is at the last stages of the academic years by 52.5%. This result is attributed 
to an increase in the awareness and general and political knowledge developing with the development of the age. 
There is a similarity to a large degree between political information and knowledge for the sample in similar 
academic grades and different majors. It is attributed to the fact that the university students study in the same 
faculty and attend similar conferences in a large degree in faculties and schools (Haron, 2010).  

For the Libyan sample, the results are contrary to the results of the previous Jordanian sample. The analysis 
shows that there is a close relationship between the level of the political knowledge of the Libyan sample and 
their age especially younger students between 19 and 22 years old. It is shown that the level of the political 
knowledge is 34.8% for the first category and 58% for the second category. The older students have less 
knowledge ranged from 5.8% to 1.4%. Therefore, the level of the political knowledge is convex shaped. The 
older student is aware of less knowledge, but the younger student is aware of more knowledge. Overall, the age 
is inversely proportional to the level of knowledge for the Libyan university students. The results refer to the 
student in the recent academic grades have more information and political knowledge than those who are in late 
grades.  

                                                        
8 - Auouzo is a village on Chad – Libya borders that was a pivotal point in the Chad- Libya struggle. It is a part of Libya 
under the agreement between Italy, the colonizer of Libya, and France, the colonizer of Chad, that France abandons the 
border strip of Libya to Italy in 1935. Its area is 80000 km2. For more see http://ar.wikipedia.org.  
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5.2 The Variable of the Place of Residence  

The results of the analysis show that there are few differences between the level of knowledge for the Jordanian 
University students according to the place of residence between those who live in cities and villages as they are 
laid down in the following table:  

Table (3) shows the arithmetical overages, standard deviations and the test of the sample of study according to 
the variable of residence:  

Dimension 
Place of 

Residence 
Number

Arithmetic 
overage 

Standard 
deviation 

value
Freedom 
Degree 

Statistical 
reference 

The level of the 
political knowledge 

Village 40 12.38 3.18 
0.983 99 0.326 

city 61 11.72 3.31 

 

The previous table shows that there is no difference of a statistical evidence at the level of the statistical 
significance (α = 0.05). This result is sound to be natural at the period of opening the world and removing 
barriers. The principles of globalization prevailed and communication devices increased which resulted in a very 
close rapprochement between the city and village and providing most sources of knowledge in village as in city 
thanks to the technological progress, transport and communications (Al- Sharaa, 2014).  

As per the Libyan students, the data shows that there are differences between the place of residence and the 
political knowledge. It shows that the students of cities are more aware of the political aspects than the villagers. 
The results of analysis show that the political knowledge for the students of cities is by 78.1% whereas for the 
villagers is low by 21.9%.  

The previous results show that the political knowledge of the rural students in the two communities of Jordan 
and Libya is less than those of cities. The results show a rapprochement between the Jordanian villagers and the 
residents of cities (Arcury Christianson, 1993) because the two communities are mostly rural. For the sample of 
the Libyan students, there are big differences between the level of knowledge for the resident of cities and the 
villagers. It is attributed to a number of reasons. According to the researcher’s analysis, they include the huge 
area of the country, the large distance between the cities and villages, the lack of population who are scattered 
and the difference in the technological facilities which negatively affected on the level of the political knowledge 
of the sample (Romer, 2001).  

5.3 According to the Semesters 

The analysis of the sample shows a high level of knowledge according to the semesters. In the Libyan case, it is 
shown that there is a high level in the political knowledge with the high level of education. The results show that 
the students of advanced grades are more aware of the political knowledge about the recent years. The 
differences are clear because they show that the level of the political knowledge for the students of the advanced 
grades is by 40% whereas in the most recent grades “the first grade” it is by 20%. The rest of proportions are 
distributed between the different grades. In the Libyan case, the results show an inverse relationship between the 
semesters and the political knowledge. The data shows that the level knowledge for the first grade is by 50% for 
the second grade by 44.1%. It continues in its fall to 1.5% whereas it goes high again at the fourth grade by 4.4%. 
It is different from the natural base that sees that the high level of the political knowledge with the student’s 
educational high level. It requires conducting other studies of measurement to determine to what extent the 
results are valid. Also, it is attributed to the role played by the university in transferring the political knowledge, 
lack of specialists in politics during the last periods in the two universities, and lack of the quantity and quality of 
the political topics in the academic curricula (Mclaren, 1986).  

5.4 The Effect of the Level of Parental Education 

The results show that the level of parental education does not affect the proportional distribution of the sons’ 
political knowledge. For the sample of the Jordanian students, the results show that the lower in education is 
more aware of knowledge and political skills. It is shown that the students whose parents of medium education 
are more aware of the political issues. Their percentage is 37.3%. The political knowledge of the students whose 
parents are higher in their educational level (master and higher degrees) is lower than the medium level by 
27.8%. This result can be surprising at first sight because the expected thing is the opposite. It may be attributed 
to the nature of the profession of the parents (Sombat, 2010). In the Libyan case, the results of the sample show 
that the sons, whose level of the political knowledge is high by 68%, have parents whose educational level does 
not exceed the primary certificate whereas the students whose political knowledge does not exceed 17% are of 
parents who are university certificate holders. It may be attributed to the fact that the father is preoccupied by 
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making living and his daily routine. It is also for the lack of truth between parents and their sons in Arab 
Communities (Karima, 2011), the existence of barriers in most of the Libyan families and the control of the 
customs and traditions (Al- Mariami, 2008). It may be attributed to the fact that those who are lower academic 
qualification talk to their sons more. For example, if they work in a farm, they exercise their work with their 
families. It contrast, the holder of the higher qualification is less because he is mostly preoccupied and exercises 
his work individually (Al-Shara, 2014).  

5.5 The Degree of Correlation 

The results show that the historical knowledge is the most correlated in the indicator of information followed by 
the interest of the political topics and the ability to form a decision. The results of analysis show that the level of 
morale for (Jama) measurement for all the previous bilateral relations in the level of morale (α ≥ 0.05). In other 
words, the proportional distribution for the indicator of the whole information of the student is not affected by 
independent changes and with a degree of consistency by (0.634).9  

5.6 Exercising Politics for Students inside the University 

It is represented in the Union of students and its role inside the university. The sample of the Jordanian students 
sees that the union of students plays its role in medium level by 57% whereas 15% see that its role is not 
effective. 5% see that the union of students does not play any role.  

5.7 The Correlation of the University with the External Community 

According to the sample, the results show that the university community is correlated with the external 
community. The sample of the Jordanian students shows that the two communities are correlated by 75% 
whereas 8% of the sample sees that the correlation of the two communities is limited. As for the sample of the 
Libyan students shows that 65% think that are one community whereas 10% see that the correlation is limited. 
15% think that there is no relationship.  

6. Conclusion 

6.1 The results refer to a high level of the internal knowledge of the two communities of the study. In indicates to 
the focus and interest in the internal political aspects “the interest in the internal matter”. The Jordanian sample is 
different from the Libyan one due to the emergence of the result of the external political knowledge. It indicates 
to controlling and following the channels of transferring the political knowledge.  

6.2 The results of the current study show that the level of the sample’s political knowledge is medium for the two 
categories. The level of knowledge of the Jordanian university students is higher than that of the students of the 
Libyan university especially at the level of the knowledge of the political institutions, and the leaders and the 
political characters.  

6.3 It is clear that the historical knowledge is the most correlated followed by the interest in political topics and 
the ability to form an opinion. Whereas the legal knowledge is the least correlated in the indicator of knowledge 
as a whole.  

6.4 There is an inverse relationship between the results of the two cases of Jordan and Libya. The results of the 
Jordanian case show the high level of the political knowledge with the more advanced academic grade. There is 
an inverse relationship in the Libyan case between the academic grade and the level of the political knowledge. 
The results show a low level of knowledge with the more advanced academic grade of the examined student. 
This result indicates to the poor role of the university to teach its students political knowledge and awareness. 
Also, it indicates to a lack of the interest in the previous political systems by functioning the channels of 
transferring the political knowledge for youth which resulted in hollow young people of the content of the 
political knowledge (the report of Sky News Channel, 2016).  

6.5 There is an inverse relationship between age and the level of students’ political knowledge. In the Jordanian 
case, the result shows that there is a direct relationship between the high level of political knowledge and the old 
age. In contrary to the Libyan case, the less political knowledge is accompanied by the older age. That is because 
the university does not play its full role transferring political knowledge (Khashim, 2013). It may be attributed to 
the current events of Libya that lead to the lack of focus on the category of older youth for security 
circumstances. This aspect needs more research papers.  

6.6 There are differences that have statistical indicators according to the variable of residence for the benefit of 
the residents of cities and not the villagers. The results show that there is a direct relationship between political 

                                                        
9 - The measure of Alpha Cronbach is used to measure the degree of consistency 
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knowledge and the places of over crowdedness in the two cases of the study. It is attributed to the fact that the 
channels of transferring and gaining knowledge in cities are more than villages and rural areas. First and second, 
it is because the rural people are more preoccupied by fieldwork and crafts that need time and effort (Al- Kharif, 
2001). Additionally, there are customs and traditions which control more in the villages of the Bedouin 
communities. That is why they are more closed and refused to the resources of gaining open political knowledge 
(the news network, 2015). The illiteracy rate increases because most of families are not interested in joining their 
children to schools in the rural areas for many factors. The most important of them are poverty, the lack of 
chances of education owing to the geographical extension and the separation of areas from each other which 
negatively affects the level of cognitive formation (Khashim, 2013).  

6.7 There is no relationship between the educational level of parents and the level of political knowledge of sons. 
It proves the exclusion of an important aspect in increasing and establishing political knowledge. It is attributed 
to some factors: upbringing, transferring political knowledge adopted by most of Arab families, roughness of 
treatment making barriers in discussion between the members of family, no clarity, transparency or truthfulness. 
On the other hand, most of families are interested in social and scientific aspects but not the political ones. This 
result may be surprising at first sight. The opposite is expected. It may be attributed to the nature of the parents’ 
professions especially father’s (Jennings, 2009).  

6.8 The level of political knowledge of Jordanian and Libyan university students in question is low. It increases 
in villages and rural areas especially basic political aspects that play a pivotal role in political participation and 
the right explanation of political events in a world where is no room for the weak person in all aspect especially 
cultural aspects. It needs a serious pause by the concerned bodies especially universities. It needs the state to 
intensify efforts to focus on political aspects in academic curricula by attention to means of transferring other 
knowledge to inform parents the importance of educating their sons’ increasing political knowledge and 
investing the channels of transferring culture and political knowledge in a more precise and concentrating way 
especially that the two countries seek to form modern communities to be built on a sound democratic base (Al- 
Qamat, 2007).  
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